
Electronic Design and Manufacturing Services



HISTORY OF
OUR COMPANY
Since 2005 Arshon Technology has been providing 
complex Engineering design services and since 
2013 we are also a manufacturing of PCB. Arshon 
Technology Inc. is two affiliated corporations 
registered in USA and Canada and we are providing 
services to all over the world. 

Partnership reduces your risk, Arshon will takes 
responsibility and shares the risk
Accelerated time to market 
Transparency in the course of work 
Made in North America 
Maintaining the design during the process of 
manufacturing 

Electronic Design
PCB Design
Firmware Design
Wireless Design

IoT Development
PCB Assembly Service
PCB Repair
Test Engineering

OUR SPECIALTIES
PIE GRAPH OF
OUR SALES 
(+$10M USD) 

ADVANTAGES OF 
ARSHON TECHNOLOGY
We excel in engineering and product development from 
ground up; starting with your product concept or idea, 
we will manage the development through industrial 
design, prototyping and finally production. Our strong 
industry connection and our reliable supply chain allow 
us to deliver exceptional results and you can focus 
on your business while we take care of A to Z of your 
product development and manufacturing. 

EUROPE 4%

USA 51% 

CANADA 32 %

ASIA 7%

SOUTH AMERICA 6%WHY 
ARSHON TECHNOLOGY

Visit our website: https://arshon.com contact us: info@arshon.com1(877) 207-2349



TESTIMONIALS

15 Years
Experience

500+
Projects

250+
Customers

Sales Office
 Buffalo,NY

Distribution
 Hong Kong

Manufacturing
 Toronto

Head Quarter
 Toronto

Jason Treslove
Executive Vice President of Manufacturing and Supply Chain at Tollos 
July25, 2018

Arshon Technology lnc, Tollos had initiated a project with 
Arshon technologies lnc. to provide a complete solution 
to our product, from the hardware design through 
intelligent programming for a complete supply package. 
From our initial meetings I knew our selection in the 
vendor was right. Mazi and his team had an immediate 
understanding of concept and detail for our project with 
a thorough plan to execute. Our initial project planning 
details, project costs and deliverables, through providing 
updates and hardware, Arshon has repeatedly delivered 
ahead of schedule and on budget. The team at Arshon 
continues to deliver and support well beyond expectation. 
I would highly recommend Arshon Technologies lnc. as 
a business partner, they are organized and professional 
in their approach through execution of the projects 
they take on. The team delivers ahead of schedule and 
maintains the budget of the task. Arshon Technologies 
lnc. is a shining example of operational excellence and will 
be a partnered with Tollos for many years to come!

“

”

Alexandre Derny
Product Development Director at TRANSTEX LLC  August 2, 2018 

We discovered Arshon when we were looking to do our 
PCB design project. Since the beginning of the project 
we had an excellent service from all the team members 
at Arshon. They are very professional and competent. 
The project was delivered successfully, and we are 
very pleased with our product. The business approach 
of Arshon allowed us to have an exceptionally low 
development cost in a very short period of time and we 
have a very competitive manufacturing price from them 
as well. They are very flexible in the design process and 
incredibly supportive. They also put a lot of effort to make 
sure they would deliver us a perfect product. I would 
recommend anybody to work with Arshon whatever their 
project size. Arshon is now basically part of our team.

“

”

SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS

“

”

Brett Eidmen
Inventor/Owner ProMat 99

It was an absolute pleasure working with Mazi and 
Arshon Technology In. I need a PCB design and assembly 
for my new product, Pro Mat 99. The PB turned out 
perfects. I experience the highest level of professionalism 
from start to finish with Arshon. Communication during 
the project was outstanding, Mazi is a genius and Arshon 
Technology Inc. is the best. I’m looking forward to 
working with them again.

Visit our website: https://arshon.com contact us: info@arshon.com1(877) 207-2349



Being a designer for over 25 years and working on multi-million-dollar 
design and development projects as an electronic engineer or a project 
design lead and then having my own consulting and engineering firm 
since year 2005 taught me a lot. We challenge ourselves every minute 
of the work, our process is designed to let us think out of the box 
and bring even crazy ideas to the table. Arshon Technology team of 
engineers have learned to attach a problem from a high level at the 
beginning of the project, we consider all possible options and we do 
risk mitigate the process.

This habit significantly reduces the chance of technological problems. 
We are also in continuous discussion with our customers as we are 
making decisions on a design methodology or how the way we realize 
an engineering feature, therefore every decision has our customer sign 
off before it gets too far in the design and too late.

Our process includes prototyping and testing and this part of our work 
is very stringent and more time consuming than the actual design, 
we need to confirm that the prototype works as per our requirements 
and under all possible situations, such as environmental conditions, 
expected performance, features, mechanical strength, Durability, 
Ruggedness, …

One of our most important considerations at the start of the project is 
the product certification and licensing. Sometime these requirements 
would impact the design significantly and we take care of it at the start 
of the project, this is another critical point for a product to be able to 
get into the market successfully and on time.

Our work is our passion and we have lots of fun with it.   

President,
Mazi Hosseini P.Eng.

Message from 
CEO

Visit our website: https://arshon.com contact us: info@arshon.com1(877) 207-2349


